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**Legal Basis**

No special provision.

**Data in PRS for**

All entries in the “De Industriële Eigendom” since number 8/79 (25.4.79)

First document affected: EP 0068450; first entry in PRS on 5 April 1994

**Field Meaning**

- yymmdd: Date of issue of the “De Industriële Eigendom” in which the notice is published.
- expl. text: Explanatory text giving reference to the bulletin and heading in which the wrong data was published and the new correct data.

**Code Meaning**

References to deletions and corrections to previous entries published in the Netherlands patent bulletin (“De Industriële Eigendom”) in headings PE to XE due to printing or encoding errors, are published under the above-mentioned heading.

The published correction includes a reference to the bulletin and heading where the misprint occurred and the correct text.

Both pieces of information are registered in INPADOC in the form of an explanatory text.

**See Related Codes**
Your question

EP P 285372

Information about legal status

CC TP DOC.NO. PRSDAT

EP P 285372 870331 AA JP 870331 A 87 75914 PRIORITAET (PATENTANMELDUNG)

880329 AE EP 880329 A 88 88302784 EUROPAEISCHE ANMELDUNG

881005 AK + IN EINER ANMELDUNG OHNE RECHERCHENBERICHT BEKANNTE

VERTRAGSBESTANDEN CH DE FR GR LI NL A2

= "=" A2 + VEROFFENTLICHTUNG DER ANMELDUNG OHNE RECHERCHENBERICHT

---

941101 NL NL: MEDELIJKEN VAN NAAMWIJZIGINGEN (ART. 16A 1E)

JAPAN ENERGY CORPORATION TE TOKIO, JAPAN.

941201 NL NL: VERBETERINGEN PAT BUL 21/94, HEADING TO, SECTION 1, PAGE 3860; AT THE NAME 'JAPAN ENERGY. JAPAN THE

FOLLOWING DATA SHOULD BE ADDED: 0285372 940728 CTC 45 778 330728/30 331018/20 A NEW PAGE 3860 HAS BEEN ISSUED

---